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Abstract: In general there are lot of control techniques and system available for agricultural 

pumping system. These are only for one motor. Our project is introducing two motor controls 

with single system which incorporates with safety, remote control through GSM, and multi 

functionality control method like timer based control, voltage and current based protection. If the 

voltage across the motor is less or greater than the fixed voltage or current is less or greater than 

the fixed limit it will suddenly turn off the motor for safety issues. Through GSM we can able to 

control the system like timer setting and motor ON/OFF even we can get the message of system 

status. These all are deals with 3 phase system so the main thing is phase reversal protection (to 

avoid the wrong direction rotation of the motor) is also achieved. So our project surely helps the 

farmers for easy operating system for multi motors individually. 

Keywords: Agriculture pumping system, GSM based control, Three phase system, Phase 

reversal protection 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Industry and other domestic users require induction motor to be protected against damages. 

Although induction motor is reliable, they are subjected to some undesirable stresses causing 

faults resulting in failure. Repairing or rewinding an electric motor is costly. Monitoring of an 
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induction motor is a fast emerging technology for the detection of faults in its initial state. It 

avoids unexpected failure. Incase  if there is any fault , the protective device will trip the 

contactor and stops the operation of the motor. When the trip occurs ,the user is enabled to 

receive motor related data with a standard mobile. 

Some major faults that occur in induction motor are open circuit fault in High Tension/Low 

Tension (HT/LT) side, over current and phase reversal problems. The open circuit fault occurs 

when any one phase fails to supply power to motor. Even when one phase is not available the 

motor will continue rotating, but it will leads to damage to motor. The phase reversal is another 

important aspect and it deals with the direction of rotation of motor. In some cases when the 

motor rotates in reverse direction overload occurs which results in failure. Over current results in 

insulation failure in conductors and coil. 

This work proposes the design of mobile starter and a Direct On Line (DOL) starter for a three 

phase induction motor which will detect the fault at its initial state and trip the contactor. A PIC 

micro-controller is used to analyze the signals from current transformer and based on the signal 

open circuit fault and over current fault can be identified. An auto start is used which will check 

the phase sequence of the supply.  

When a fault occurs, the supply to the motor is stopped and the detail about the fault is sent to 

the user’s mobile phone. This operation is performed using a GSM modem. 

Also this work proposes a robotic timer which is used to run the motor for a specified period of 

time. This timer will maintain the motor to run till the specified time is completed. If the power 

supply fails the motor will stop and the time of the OFF state is calculated and the time period is 

compensated when the power is restored. Thus the motor is operated for the specified time and 

the application is operated successfully. This kind of application can be used in farms to water 

the agricultural farms. 

.  

2. PROPOSED TOPOLOGY 

In this project, the performance of the Submersible pumps is analyzed and the protection is given 

against abnormal conditions that occurs in Three Phase Induction Motor. Compared with remote 

control of motor, In the proposed system, the user can control the motor from wherever he is 
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ranging from meters to kilometers of distance, which mainly uses Android / IOS application with 

in-built GSM module.  

Using this service, farmers can control and switch on / off the irrigation pumps from a long 

distance, instead of walking nearer to them for kilometers to control. 

2.1 FEATURES 

The proposed system comprises of the following features. The real time motor parameters are 

monitored using the microcontroller and the motor is protected from faults during the abnormal 

conditions.  

2.1.1 AUTO START  

The auto start is used to check the phase sequence of the input supply to the motor. If the phase 

sequence is reversed the auto start will automatically trip OFF the motor by opening the 

contactor. 

2.2.2 GSM 

The GSM is used to START/STOP the motor using SMS or missed call. The GSM is used to 

send the motor related data and the motor status to the user’s mobile. 

2.2.3 REAL TIME CLOCK 

A Real-Time Clock (RTC) is a computer clock (most often in the form of an integrated circuit) 

that keeps track of the current time. Although the term often refers to the devices in personal 

computers, servers and embedded systems, RTCs are present in almost any electronic device 

which needs to keep accurate time. 

2.2.4 DRY RUN TIMER 

A Dry run timer is a small device, save water, Electricity and timer. Auto and Manual switch 

provided for bypass condition. Easy to install as no wires required for sensor probes. No 

maintenance required. solid state PCB inside. No sensors required. Prevents the motor pump 

from burnout. 
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Figure 1. Proposed System Block Diagram 

 

3. HARDWARE  DESCRIPTION 

THREE PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR 

An induction motor (or asynchronous motor or squirrel-cage motor) is a type of alternating 

current motor where power is supplied to the rotor by means of an electromagnetic induction. 

The AC induction motor is well suited to applications requiring constant speed operation. In 

general, the induction motor is cheaper and easier to maintain compared to other alternatives. 

The induction motor is made up of the stator, or stationary windings, and the rotor.  

The stator consists of a series of wire windings of very low resistance permanently attached to 

the motor frame. As a voltage and a current are applied to the stator winding terminals, a 

magnetic field is developed in the windings. By the way the stator windings are arranged, the 

magnetic field appears to synchronously rotate electrically around the inside of the motor 

housing. 
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Voltage and Current Monitoring 

The below diagram shows the circuits of voltage current monitor circuit. Here we are using the 

op-amp as precision rectifier. This is one of the nonlinear applications of operational amplifier. 

The precision rectifier, which is also known as a super diode, is a configuration obtained with an 

operational amplifier in order to have a circuit behaving like an ideal diode and rectifier. It can 

be useful for high-precision signal processing. 

In the above circuit if AC input is given, the first positive half cycle inverted by op-amp, because 

it is inverting input. The inverted output becomes negative and it will go to inverting input of the 

second op-amp. The second op-amp again inverts the input as positive half cycle. 

 

 

Figure 2. Circuit for Current and Voltage Measurement 

Relay Driver 

A relay is a switch worked by an electromagnet. It is useful if we want a small current in one 

circuit to control another circuit containing a device such as a lamp or electric motor which 

requires a large current, or if we wish several different switch contacts to be operated 

simultaneously. 
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When the controlling current flows through the coil, the soft iron core is magnetized and attracts 

the L-shaped soft iron armature. This rocks on its pivot and opens, closes or changes over, the 

electrical contacts in the circuit being controlled it closes the contacts. 

 

Relay driver circuit is used for ON/OFF control of relay, it acts as a switch, normally open relay 

is used. Relay function is derived by controller unit. Relay working current is 40mA. 

 

When the controller unit output is low relay should be in OFF condition. When the controller 

unit output is high, relay should be ready for doing specified function.  

 

Figure 3.  Relay Driver 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 

PROGRAM 

PROGRAM CODE: 

#include<pic.h> 

#include<New-Lcd.h> 
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#include<RTC.h> 

#include<GSM.h> 

#include<ADC.h> 

#define MAN  0 

#define AUTO 1 

static bit rly @((unsigned) &PORTC*8+2); 

static bit set @((unsigned)    &PORTD*8+0); 

static bit inc @((unsigned)    &PORTD*8+1); 

static bit dec @((unsigned)    &PORTD*8+2); 

static bit cur @((unsigned)    &PORTD*8+3); 

static bit phase_seq @((unsigned)    &PORTC*8+5); 

void mcu_init(); 

void display(unsigned char); 

void all_disp(); 

void init_rly(); 

void ldon_seq(); 

unsigned char htd(unsigned char); 

unsigned char dth(unsigned char); 

unsigned int tem; 

bit a,finish,check_rly; 

void main() 

{ 
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 mcu_init(); 

 rly=0;mode=AUTO; 

 lcd_init();   

 ser_init();     

 read(0x01);   

 read(0x80);  

 lcd_dis(" FAULT DIAGNOSIS ",16);  

 read(0xc0); 

 lcd_dis("CUM MOBILE STARTR",16);  

 del();del(); 

 gsm_init(); 

     finish=1; 

 i2c_init();del(); 

 twlhr_mode=i2c_read(2); delay(500);       //to make twelve hour mode 

 twlhr_mode|=0x40; 

 i2c_write(2,twlhr_mode);delay(500); 

 all_disp(); 

    read(0x80);      

    lcd_dis("I:0.00 0.00 0.00",16);  

    read(0xc0);      

    lcd_dis("                ",16);  

    check_rly=htd(i2c_read(31));delay(100); 
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    run_time =htd(i2c_read(30));delay(100); 

 temp_min=htd(i2c_read(21));  delay(100); 

 mode=htd(i2c_read(33));  delay(100); 

    init_rly();   

     while(1)                       // Always  True so continously excute the loop 

 {        read_cnt++; 

  adc1(); 

  adc2(); 

  adc0(); 

  all_disp(); 

        if(read_cnt>=20)msg_rx(); 

        cur_mon(); 

        if(mode==AUTO) 

        { if(set==0) sel_mode();   

   ala_compare(); 

         if(rly==1 && temp_min!=min)  

         { 

             temp_min=min; 

    run_time--; 

             if(run_time==0) {rly=0;i2c_write(31,dth(rly));delay(100);} 

             i2c_write(30,dth(run_time));delay(100); 

         } 
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   read(0xcC); 

   write(run_time/100+0x30); 

   write((run_time%100/10)+0x30); 

   write(run_time%10+0x30);             

         }}} 

void cur_mon() 

{ 

 if(abr_cur_cnt>=3)  

 { 

  rly=0;msg_tx(); 

  read(0x80);      

  lcd_dis("   OVERLOADING   ",16);  

  read(0xc0);      

  lcd_dis(" SYSTEM SHUTDOWN ",16);  

  run_time=0; 

        i2c_write(30,dth(run_time));delay(1000); 

  abr_cur_cnt=0;while(1); 

 } 

 if(rly==1) 

 { 

   if(cur1>40 || cur2>40 || cur3>40)  

   { 
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             abr_cur_cnt++; 

    rly=0; 

    read(0x80);      

    lcd_dis("   OVER LOAD     ",16);  

    read(0xc0);      

    lcd_dis("SYS RESTART IN 10",16); 

    ii=10;       

    while(ii>0)  

    { 

     ii--; 

     del(); 

     read(0xce); 

     write(ii/10+0x30);  

     write(ii%10+0x30); 

    } 

    read(0xcC); 

    lcd_dis("  ",2); 

    if(phase_seq==0 && rly==0)  

    {  

        phase_fail=0;rly=1; 

    }                                 

    read(0x80);      
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       lcd_dis("I:              ",16);                 

   } 

   else if(cur1==0 || cur2==0 || cur3==0)  

   { 

             abr_cur_cnt++; 

    rly=0; 

    read(0x80);      

    lcd_dis(" SINGLE PHASING  ",16);  

    read(0xc0);      

    lcd_dis("SYS RESTART IN 10",16); 

    ii=10;       

    while(ii>0)  

    { 

     ii--; 

     del(); 

     read(0xce); 

     write(ii/10+0x30);  

     write(ii%10+0x30); 

    } 

    read(0xcC); 

    lcd_dis("  ",2);     

    if(phase_seq==0 && rly==0)  
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    {  

     phase_fail=0;rly=1; 

    }                

    read(0x80);      

    lcd_dis("I:              ",16);  

   } 

        else  

        { 

          abr_cur_cnt=0; 

        }}} 

void ldon_seq() 

{  

 if(check_rly==0) 

 { 

  read(0x80);      

  lcd_dis(" SEQUENCE TESTING",16); 

 } 

    FIRST1:  

 if(phase_seq==0 && rly==0)  

 {  

  phase_fail=0; 

  rly=1; 
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  i2c_write(31,dth(rly));delay(100); 

  msg_tx();                         

 } 

    else if(phase_seq==1) 

    { 

        phase_fail++; 

        read(0xc0);      

  lcd_dis("SYS RESTART IN 10",16); 

  ii=0;        

        while(ii<10)  

 { ii++; 

          all_disp(); 

    del(); 

          read(0xce); 

          write(ii/10+0x30);  

          write(ii%10+0x30); 

  } 

  read(0xcc); 

  lcd_dis("  ",2); 

        if(phase_fail<3) {goto FIRST1;} 

        else  

        {   rly=0;msg_tx(); 
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   read(0x80);      

   lcd_dis(" SEQUENCE FAILED ",16);  

   read(0xc0);      

   lcd_dis(" SYSTEM SHUTDOWN ",16);  

   phase_fail=0;while(1); 

        }} 

 read(0x80);      

 lcd_dis("I:              ",16);  

    adc1();adc2();adc0(); 

} 

void init_rly() 

{ 

    all_disp();     

 aloh   = htd(i2c_read(20));delay(500); 

 alom   = htd(i2c_read(21));delay(500);   

    aloapm = htd(i2c_read(23));delay(500); 

       

       if(aloh>hour && run_time>0 && check_rly==0 && aloapm==pm )               

ldon_seq(); 

    else if(aloh==hour && run_time>0&& check_rly==0 && aloapm==pm && alom<=min)   

ldon_seq(); 

    else if(check_rly==1 )                                                        ldon_seq(); 
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} 

void mcu_init() 

{  

    TRISB=0X00; 

    TRISD=0X0F; 

 TRISC=0XE0;     

 TRISE=0X00; 

    TRISA=0X0F;      // analog input(4 ch) 

    ADCON1=0X02;         //  A/D  Input sel    

} 

void interrupt funct(void) 

{if(RCIF==1)   // chk the rx flag 

 { 

     RCIF=0;       

      rx_ar[z]=RCREG; 

   if(finish==1) 

  {   

   if(rx_ar[0]=='*' ) z++; 

   else z=0; 

  }   

        else 

  { 
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   if(rx_ar[0]==',' ) z++; 

   else z=0; 

    if(z>11 && rx_ar[z-1]==',' ) {s=z; finish=1;} 

   else finish=0;   

  }}} 

void all_disp()          // the routine in which all the parameters will be displayed 

{ 

 sec=htd(i2c_read(0));delay(500);  // sec 

 min=htd(i2c_read(1));delay(500);  // min 

 hour=hou=htd(i2c_read(2)&0x3f);         // hour 

 delay(500); 

 

 read(0xc9); 

 if(hour>=20) 

 { 

  hour-=20; 

  write('P'); 

  pm=1; 

 } 

 else 

 { 

  write('A');  
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  pm=0; 

 } 

 write('M');   

 read(0xc0); 

 display(hour); 

 write(':'); 

 display(min); 

 write(':'); 

 display(sec); 

 write(' '); 

} 

 

5. HARDWARE SNAP 

 

Figure 4. Hardware Module 
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6. CONTROL CIRCUIT BOARD 

 

Figure 5. Control Circuit 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

In this project, a system is designed to protect the 3-phase induction motor from common faults 

that occurs in both HT and LT side. Also the system proposes a “Mobile Starter” which is used 

to Start/Stop the motor from an idle location through GSM. One of the unique features added to 

the system is the “Robotic Timer”. This robotic timer is used to set the “ON TIME” and 

“RUNNING HOURS” for the motor. The motor automatically starts when the on time is 

reached. If there is any power failure during the operation of motor, the power failure time is 

calculated using the RTC in the system and the time is extended with the “RUNNING HOURS” 

so that to compensate the power failure time. Thus the motor is operated for the set hours even 

though there is power failure. Also the status of the motor is sent to the user through SMS. This 

kind of system can be used for the agricultural purpose so that the user can ON/OFF the motor 

even at mid-night without visiting the field. The system becomes very advantageous than the 
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present system. Thus the system is designed and the controller PIC 18F4620 controller is 

programmed to perform the required task. The hardware module is shown below and the output 

of the system is verified. 

8. ADVANTAGES 

 It makes life very easy for farmers in particular because they can start or stop motor from 

anywhere or home by using our android application. 

 Model to suit every single and three phase range motors. 

 Provides electrical safety from all electrical faults. 

 It has password protection and anti-theft feature.  

 Reduce the time consumption in manual on & off operation. 

9. APPLICATIONS 

 Agriculture purpose (irrigation) 

 Panchayat water board etc 
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